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Abstract: In this paper we describe connected components of moduli spaces of pairs (K, C), 
where K is a complex algebraic curve and H is a group of automorphisms of II-, isomorphic to 
(Z/2Z)“. Any component is described by the genus g of K/G, non-negative integer numbers ko, 
kl and a class of equivalence of functions S : (Z/2Z)“O + Z+ = {k E Z 1 I; 2 O} relative to 
Aut(Z/2Z)““. 
The problem is reduced to a description of classes of topological equivalence of pair (G : P), 
where G : P -+ P is a group, isomorphic to (Z/2Z)m, of autohomeomorphisms of an orientable 
surface P. By pair (G : P) we construct a subgroup Gp C G, a symplectic form (-, .)p : 
GP x GF’ -+ Z / 2z! and a function Sp : G + Z+. We prove that for pairs (G : P) and (G’ : P’) an 
isomorphism f : G -+ G’ is generated by a homeomorphism 9 : P + P’ (that is f(a) = pap-‘) 
if and only if f(Gp) = Gp,, (f(a), f(b))p, = (a, b)~ and Sp = S,,f. 
lieywords: Algebraic curves, Riemann surfaces, moduli spaces, covering of surfaces. 
MS classification: 14H15. 
Introduction 
This paper contains a full description of moduli spaces of pairs (K, G), where Ii 
is a complex algebraic curve and G is a group of automorphisms of K, isomorphic to 
(??,/a~)~. Any connected component is described by the genus g of K/G, non-negative 
integer numbers k 0, kl (where ko + 2kl < m, m - ko < 29) and a class of equivalence 
of functions S : (Z/2Z)“O + Z+ = {k E Z 1 k 2 0} relative to Aut(Z/2Z)“o (here 
{/z E (Z./2Z)“O 1 S(h) > 0) generate (Z/2Z)“O, S(0) = 0 and ~h~~ZIPZ~~o S(h)h = 0). 
Such component is a complex analytic space of the form Cd/ Mod, where d = max{3g- 
3 + C&(E/z!) k. S(h),g} and Mod is a discrete group of holomorphic transformations. 
The problem is reduced to that of the description of classes of topological equivalence 
of pairs (G : P), where G : P --f P is a group, isomorphic to (Z/2Z)m, of autohomeo- 
morphisms of an orientable surfac.e P. For m. = 1 such description was found in [a]. 
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But the case m > 1 gives principially new invariants of (G : I’), connected with certain 
algebraic structure on G generated by the topology of P. 
By pair (G : P) we construct a subgroup Gp c G, a symplectic form (-, .)p : 
Gp x Gp + Z/2Z and a function Sp : G --f IT+. We prove that for pairs (G : P) and 
(G’ : P’) an isomorphism f : G + G’ is generated by a homeomorphism q : P --+ P’ 
(that is f(u) = ~a~-‘) ‘f 1 and only if f(Gp) = Gp,, (f(u),f(b))p, = (a,b)p and 
s = Sp,f. 
From now on we consider that all surfaces have orientations. Put Zz = Z/2X. 
1. Actions of homeomorphisms on I&homology 
In Section 1 we suppose that a group G acts without fixed points on a surface P. A 
set (P, 55 P, f) is called a realization of izy if cp : P -+ P is a normal covering with the 
monodromy group G and f : G ---f ;Zy is an isomorphism. 
Construct now some epimorphism w = w(P’,q, P, f) : Hl(P,Zz) + ET. For this 
consider a universal covering 4 : R2 -+ P. It is represented in a form 4 = ~4, where 
$ : R2 + p is a universal covering. The group l? of the covering 4 forms a normal 
subgroup of the group I of the covering 4. 
Consider an exact sequence 0 t r 4 I -5 G + 0, where i is the natural inclusion 
and E is the natural epimorphism I -+ I/I’ = G. Then ~(7~) = 0 for each y E l? and 
the normalizer N of the group I2 belongs to F. The natural isomorphism between l? 
and ‘ITI (P, p) generates an epimorphism ,0 : r + Hr(P,&), where Ker,D = N. For 
h E H1( P, Z2) put 19(h) = f&(-y), where ,0(r) = h. As Ker j3 C Ker E, the epimorphism 
79 = ?9(&9, PJ) : H(P,Zz) + zy is correctly defined. Thus the realization (P, cp, P, f) 
gives a commutative diagram, with exact rows and columns. 
Proposition 1. For any surface P and any epimorphism 29 : Hl( P, iz2) --f ZT there 
exists a commutative diagram (*) with exact rows and columns, where r is the group 
of the universal covering R2 + P and /3 : I’ + Hl( P, Z-J) is the natural epimorphism 
generated by this covering. 
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Proof. Put H = H1(P, z$), i; = Ker 7913. Let N be the normalizer of I” in I‘ and 
z : ? + r the natural inclusion. It follows from N C G that there exist natural 
inclusions ? and j = i;. Put fi = p/N and let Q : r + I? be the natural epimorphism. 
For & E fi put 6(h) = pi(y), where r E r and a(r) = i. Since Kercu = Kerp = N 
then 6 : I? -+ H is a correctly defined monomorphism. Moreover, SS(&) = tiPi( 
where ;U E F and k = u(y). Th us Im 6 c Ker 6. If h E Ker 6 then h = P(r) for some 
y E F and h = da(y) c Im6. Thus the sequence 
is exact. Put, G = T/c. Let E : I’ -+ G be a natural epimorphism. Consider f : G -+ 7~7, 
where f(h) = 29/3(y) for E(Y) = h. It follows from 19/?(Ker E) = Igp(Im i) = ti(Im Sty) = 0 
that f is a correctly defined epimorphism. Besides Ker f = &(Ker tip) = 0. Cl 
Proposition 2. For any surface P and any epimorphism 6 : HI( P, &) - Zy there 
exists a realization (P, 9, P, f) such that 19 = iJ(P, cp, P, f). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1 that the epimorphism 29 generates the diagram 
(t), Thus 19 = ti(p’, 9, P, f), where p = R”/r and y : r? + P is generated by i : ? -+ l?. 
q 
Realizations (p’, p’, P’, f’) and (p’, v’, P’, f’) are called equivalent if there exist 
homeomorphisms 72 : p -+ p,’ and II, : P -+ P’ such that $4 = $9 and 
(f/)-If(h) = 7Zhq-l for all h E G. 
Epimorphisms d : HI (P, &) + 7CJ and 19’ : HI( P’, &) -+ ;Zy are called equivalent 
if there exists a homeomorphism $ : P -+ P’, which generates an isomorphism $1~ : 
H1(P,Z2) --+ H1(P’,Z2) such that 29 = 29’$~. 
Lemma 1. Realizations (P, 9, P, f) and (P’, q’, P’, f’) are equivalent if and only if 
cpimorphisms 19( P, 9, P, f) and 79(p, #, P’, f’) are equivalent. 
Proof. Let, (P, v, P, f) and ( p, v’, P’, f ‘) b e realizations. Consider universal coverings 
qj : R2 -+ P, 4 : R2 --f P, W : R2 + P’, 6’ : R2 + p, where @ = J.$ and W = $6’. 
Let r 1 I;, I? I> F’ be groups of these coverings and (*), (*b) the diagrams, which 
they genera,te. Then I’; = I?‘, NA = N’, /3; = p’ and there exists a homomorphism 
F : R2 -+ R2 such that r’ = FT’F-‘. It generates a homeomorphism Fp : P -+ P’ and 
an isomorphism of diagrams F, : (*) + (*;b). For any homeomorphism $ : P --+ P’ 
there exists such homeomorphism F, that Fp = +. Therefore, if 29 = 79(P,y, P, f) azltl 
6’ = ?9(P’, 91, P’, f’) are equivalent then F may be chosen so that EL = F,(g) = 6’. 
In this case co = Ker $$#A = Ker ti’p’ = F’. Thus F gives an equivalence between 
realizations (P, 9, P, f) and (p’, v’, P’, f’). 
Conversely, if these realizations are equivalent then there exists a homeomorphism 
F : R2 + R2 such that e0 = G:‘, Gb = G’ and f; = f’. Thus, Sb = F,(ti) = 0’. 
Remark. If we change N to [I’, I’] in all constructions and proofs then we will have 
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Theorem. ([4]) For any surface P and any Abelian group G there exists a natural 
one- to-one correspondence between epimorphisms HI (P, Z) + G and normal coverings 
P + P with the group G. 
(Here we consider that coverings cp : P + P and v’ : p’ + P’ are the same if there 
exist homeomorphisms 4 : p -+ p and + : P -+ P’ such that $JP = 9’4). 
Theorem. For any surface P and any Abelian group H there exists a natural one-to- 
one correspondence between epimorphisms Hl(P,Z) + H and the set of realizations 
(P, 9, P, f), where 9 : p + P is a normal covering without fixed points and f : G + H 
is an isomorphism of the group G of the covering p. 
2. Epimorphisms Nl(P, Zz) + .ZT 
1. Consider H g 72;. A symmetric bilinear form on H is called symplectic if (a, a) = 0 
for all a E H. Put Ker(-,-) = {a E H 1 (H,a) = O}. 
Aset {ai,b;,i= l,..., g} is called a frame of (-, .) if (a;, aj) = (b;, bj) = 0, (a;, bj) = 
S;j and this set together with Ker(-, .) generates H. 
Proposition 3. Any symplectic form has a frame. 
Proof. Consider the set of all sets {a;, b; (i = 1,. . . , g)) such that (a;, aj) = (b;, bj) = 
0, (a;, bj) = S;j and choose among them a set A with maximal g. Let c E H and 
c’ = c + CfzI((a;, c)b; + (b;,c)a;). If c’ 4 Ker(-, a) then there exists d c H such 
that (c’,d) = 1. Put d’ = d + ‘&((d,a;)b; + (d,b;)a;). Then (c’,d’) = (c’,d) = 1, 
(&,A) = 0. But this contradicts to the maximum condition of A. Thus c’ E Ker(., .), 
that is, each c E H is of the form e = ‘& ((c, a;)b; + (c, b;)a;) + c’, where c’ E Ker( -, v). 
Cl 
Let G = Zy. A set (H,(.,.),S’,S’) is called an equipment of G if H c G is 
a subgroup, (-, -) is a symplectic form on H, and So, 5” : G + Z+ are such that 
(S’+S’)(G-H) = 0, ‘&H(So(a)fS1(a))a = 0 and the set (a f H ( (S”(a)tS1(a) > 
0) generates Ker( ., a). 
For an isomorphism F : G - G, denote by F(H, (e, m), So, S1) an equipment 
(H,(., ~)~,S,“!S,‘) such that H, = F(H), Si = SfF and (a,,b,), = (F-l(a,),F-‘(b,)) 
for all a,,b, E H,. 
An equipment (H, (e, e), S, 0) is called free and is denoted (H, (a, .), S). 
.A system of generators {b; (i = 1,. . . , gl), a;, bi (i = g1 + 1,. . . , g), cj (j = 1,. . . , k)} 
of G 2 izy is called adjusted to a free equipment (H,(.,.), S) of G if {ai, bi (i = 
g1 t I,... ,g), cj (j = l,..., k)} generates H, the set {a;, bi (i = gl + 1, . . . , g)} is a 
frame of (-, v), {c (j = 1,. . . ,k)} = {a E H 1 S(a) > 0) and {f(bi) (i = 1,. . . ,gl)} is a 
free system of generators of G/H, where f : G + G/H is the natural projection. 
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2. Consider now a surface P of genus g with n holes. The intersection index on HI (P, Z) 
gives a symplectic form (a, a) on HI (P, 2~). An element c E H,( P, 27,~) is called pk~itizre 
if it may be represented by a simple contour of P, which surrounds exactly one hole. 
A set {alb; (i = 1, . . . , g), cj (j = 1, . . . y n)} C HI( P, 2%~) is called a symplectic 
basis of Hl(P,Z) if {alb; (i = l,... , g)} is a frame of (e, e) and {cj (j = 1, . . . , n)} is a 
set of all primitive elements. Any symplectic basis generates Hl( P,&) with a defining 
relation cjnzl cj = 0. 
A symplectic basis {a;, bi (i = 1,. . . , g), cJ (j = 1, . . . , n)} is called adjust& to an 
rpimorphism 79 : Hl( P, &) -+ TZy if 29(a,) = 0 for i < gl, ti(b;) = 0 for i < g2 < g1 
and Ker ti belongs to the group generated by {a; (i = 1,. . . ,gl), b; (i = 1,. . . , g2), 
Ker(., *)}. 
Proposition 4. For each epimorphism 6 : H(P, 222) + 257 there exists a symplectic 
basis, adjusted to 19. 
Proof. Let cl, . . . , cg3 be a free basis of Ker d II Ker(., m). Complete it to a free basis 
(!I) . . . ) cgl of Ker29n {u E Hl(P,&) 1 (a,Ker29) = O}. Let {a;,b; (i = l,...,gz)} be a 
frame of Ker 19. Put a,,+; = cs3+i (i = 1,. . . , g4 - g3). Let {a;, b; (i = gl + 1,. . . , g’j} 
be a frame of {a E Hl(P,&) 1 (a, Ker 19) = 0}, where g1 = g2 + g4 - g3. 
If c E Kerti and c’ = c + Cgl((c,ui)bi + (c,b;)u;) that (c’,Ker3) = 0 since {a;, b, 
(i = 1,...,92)} is the frame of Ker 19. Therefore c’ is generated by (L~*+~, . . . , ag, and 
Ker(.. e). Thus Ker 6 belongs to a group generated by a; (i < gl), 6; (i < g2) aIIcl 
Ker( ., e). 
Since (a;, b;) = 6;j, (ui, aj) = (b;, bj) = 0, th e set {u; (i < g’), b; (i < g2,gl < i 6 g’)} 
may be represented by simple contours ii;, 6; c P such that zii n zij = g; II b3 = @, 
ii; n b3 = 0 if i # j and ii; n b; is one point. Complete this set to a set of simple contours 
{&,b, (i = 1,. . . ,g’)} such that 6; n zij = 6; n &j = 0, iii n bj = 0 for i # j and 6; n b, 
is one point. Let A = {a;,bi (i = l,...,g’)} E Hl(P,&) be the image of {?L;,&;} in 
H1(P,z2)- 
Prove that A is a frame of Hl(P,&). In opposite case there exist a,b E HI(P, z2) 
such that (a, A) = (b,A) = 0 and (u,b) = 1. Therefore (u,Kerti) # 0 or (b,Kerz9) # 0. 
If (b, Ker d) # 0, then there exists c E Ker 29 such that (6, c) = 1. As it was proved. 
c = c’ + cl’, where 
91 92 
cl = c Qiaj + cp ib; and c” E Ker(., .). 
i=l i=l 
Thus 1 = (h, c) = (b, c’) + (b, c”) = 0 b ecause (b, A) = 0. The case (a, Ker 19) # 0 is 
analogous. 0 
3. Let 19 : Hl(P,&) ---f ZJ be an epimorphism. Put Ha = 9({a E H1(P,z2)1 
(a,_I<er 19) = 0)). For d; E H8 put (dl, d2)s = (L&y d”z), where (&, Kerti) = 0 and 
19(d;) = di. Then (., a)8 is a symplectic form on He. Let Sg(cr) be a number of such 
cj E HI (P, 272) that ti(cj) = a and cj may be represented by a primitive contour Cj E 1’. 
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Proposition 5. For any epimorphism d : Hl(P, Zz) + iZ7 the set (Ho, (*, *)s, So) is 
a free equipment Of iZF and m < 29 + m=(n - 1, O), CaE~l(p,~zj So(Q) G n, there 9 
is the genus and 7 is the number of holes of P*. 
Proof. Consider a symplectic basis {ai, bi (i = 1,. . . ,g), cj (j = 1,. . . , n)}, adjusted 
to 19. Then S8(a) is a number of such c.j that 19(cj) - a, and therefore 
C So(a) = 0, C &9(+ 6 n. 
aEH1 (P,&) aEH1(P&) 
Moreover Ker(., a)~ = 79(K), where Ii is a group generated by cj such that ti(cj) # 0. 
Thus 79(K) = {a E iZyIS(a) > 0} and (H8, (e, a)~, 5’0) is a free equipment of Zy. 0 
Let A = {ai, bi (i = 1,. . . , g), cj (j = 1,. . . , n)} E Hl( P, &) be a symplectic basis 
adjusted to an epimorphism ti : HI{ P, &) -+ 237 such that {a; (i 6 gl), bi (i < g2 < gl), 
cj > no} is a basis of Ker 8. Then, obviously, 19(A) = {ti(b;) (i = g2 + 1,. . . ,gI), 29(a;), 
19(b;) (i = gl + 1,. . . , g), ti(cJ (j = 1,. . . , no)} is a system of generators of 257 adjusted 
to (He, (., 9, &)a 
Proposition 6. Let 19 : H1( P, 23~) --+ ZT be an epimorphism and 6 be a system of 
generators of ZT adjusted to (Hs, (-, -)8, S,J). Then there exists a symplectic basis A 
of HI (P, Z:2) adjusted to d such that 29(A) = 6. 
Proof. Let S = (6 (i = g2 + 1,. . . ,gI), 7ij, 6; (i = g1 + 1,. . . ,g), Ei (j = 1,. . . ,no)} 
be a system of generators of Zy adjusted to (Hs, (., .)o, S8). 
Consider arbitrary symplectic basis A = {a:, b:(i = 1, . . . , g), cj j = 1, . . . , n)} of 
HI( P, 2%~) adjusted to 6, such that ti_(cj) = 
Then iii = C(a;j&: + Pij6: + 
Ej for i < no. Put ti: = ti(a:), & = 6(bz). 
TijZi), b; = C(y;jtii + qij&i + [ijEg>, where CY;~ = /3ij = 
+fij = 77;j = 0, if i > g and j < 91. Put a:’ = C(a;jai + /3ijbg + Kijc:) for i > 91 and 
by = C(Y;~U~ + q;jbi + J;jc:) for i > 92. 
Put a; = u:, b; = bi for i < g2 and bi = by + Cj<g, ((by, aj)bj + (by, bj)aj) for 
92 < i < 91. Consider now vectors f; = ((b;,aL2+j), . . . , (b;,aLl)) E Dl-92, where 
i = 92 + l,...,g1. If C&+* /3;f; = 0 that a vector b = C&,+, /lib; such that 
(b, a$) = 0 for _j < gl and (b, bg) = 0 for j 6 92. Therefore (6, Ker 19) = 0 and b E H,j. 
But images of bi = d(bj) (92 < i Q gl) in Zy/Hs are independent and therefore pi = 0 
for all i. 
Thus the rank of the matrix {(bi, a;) (92 < i, j < 91)) is gl - 92. This means that 
there exist numbers c~ij (92 < i,j < gl) such that vectors &j = C4Lg2+l “ijd: (g2 < i, 
j 6 91) satisfy conditions (kj, 6;) = 6;j forgz < i,j 6 gl. Put a; = ~~+~j6gz(k~,aj)bj+ 
Cj~,,(&,bj)aj for92 < i < 91 and ai = a~+~j~g,(a~,b~)u~, bj = b:‘+CjG,,(by, bj)aj 
for i > 91. Then A = {ai, b; (i = 1,. . . , g), cj (j = 1, . . . , n)} is a symplectic basis 
adjusted to 29 such that s(A) = 6. 0 
A system of generators d = {a;,bi (i = I,. ..,g), cj (j = 1,. . .,n)} of xl(P,p) 
is called a canonical basis if nZl[aibi] fly._ J_l cj = 1, and it may be represented by 
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contours A = {a;, &;, &} such that ?j are primitive contours i& n tLj = b; II ij = ?L; f~ bj = 
Ii nr2j = Cj ngi = c"incj = p and orientations of contours give the same orientation that 
orientation P on d(P \ A). A natural epimorphism p : ~1 (P, p) -+ Hl( P, I&) moves A 
t,o a symplectic basis of Hl( P, Z.2). 
Denh twists [3] move each canonical basis to a canonical basis and generate the 
full group A(P) of h omeomorphisms, conserving the orientation. The homomorphism 
j moves A(P) to the full group of automorphisms of (s, e). Thus for any symplectic 
basis A of HI (P, ;Z,) there exists a canonical basis & of ?rl (P, p) such that p(a) = A. 
In t,his case we will say that & corresponds to A. 
Lemma 2. Epimorphisms 19 : Hl( P, Z.2) + Zy and 19’ : HI (P’, &) --+ ZZT are equiw 
alent if and only if the surfaces P and P’ are homeomorphic and (Hs, (e, .)G, S’s) = 
(Hdr, (., %Y, &). 
Proof. If a homeomorphism $ : P -+ P’ gives an isomorphism ?$H : HI( P, ZQ) --f 
AI(P’,&) such that 19 = ti’+H that, obviously, (Hd,(.,.)e,S,) = (Hti~,(.,.)ti,,S~,,). 
Let now (H.,(.,.),S)= (Hs,(.,.)s,Ss) = (Hg,,(.,.)o,,Sti,)and surfaces Pand P’have 
the same genus g and number of holes 71. Consider a system of generators of Z$ adjusted 
to ( H, (., e), S). Using Proposition 6 we construct symplectic bases A E HI (P, &) and 
_1’ E HI (P’, &) such that 19(A) = 6 and #(A’) = 6. Let & and A’ be canonical bases 
of r,(P,p) and ~z(P’,p’) corresponding to A and A’. Consider a homeomorphism 
~1 : P -+ P’ such that $(A) = A’. It gives isomorphism $H : HI (P, Zz) -+ H1( P’, &) 
such that $,n(A) = A’ and therefore 19 = #$I{. Cl 
3. Topological invariants and types of groups of homeomorphisms 
1. Let (G : P) b e a group of autohomeomorphisms G : P -+ P such that G %’ Zy. 
Let /L E G ‘\ 0. Consider the set of holes (points) on P which are conserved by h. 
The group G/(h) E ET-’ act on this set. Thus a number of such holes (points) is 
S&:p)(h) .2”“-‘(S;,:,)(h) e 29. Put S;,:,)(O) = 0. 
Let 9 : P + $’ = P/G be th e natural covering. For h E G consider the set MI, of 
simple contours a c P such that h(a) = a. For a E h!h put yH(U) = iL E H1(p,&), 
where iL is a class, which corresponds to p(a). Put rnh = $9H(Mh) for h # 0 and 
?‘to = HI@, z2) \ U &(?\Omh. Let (a, .) be the standard symplectic form on P, 77~ = 
(a E mhl(a,mo) = 0} and HtG:P) = {h E Gliizh # O}. Choose ch E tih for each 
/I E H(W) and put (I&I, 1~2)(~:~) = (chl, chz). 
Lemma 3. The form (hl, h2)(G:P) does not depend on the choice of Ch E tih. 
The set (El,;,p(.,.)(~:p),S~~:~), SfG:p,) is an equipment of G. _If S[~:pI = 0, then 
~(H(G:P)(., -)(G,P), S~‘G:P,) = (Hd, (0, ->ti, &> for any 6 = d(P, 9, P, f), where f : C: --f 
,Zy is any isomorphism. 
Proof. Surround all critical values of v by neighbourhoods U1, . . . , Ut such that 
iii n (Jj = 0. On P’ = v-‘(f) \ Uf,, Ui) the group G acts freely and besides 
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H(G:P’) = H(G:P); (-7 .)(G:P’)(‘, ')(G:P); S&:J’,) = s&) + siG:p) and +:,j) = 0. Thus 
it is sufficient to prove the statement of Lemma 3 for the case S&, = 0. 
Let c E Zy \ 0. By our construction f-l(Kerr9) = MO and @l(c) is a set of 
a E Hr(p, &) such that if iL c k is a simple contour, representing a then y-‘(6), 
disintegrated on contours br, . . . ,bk such that f-‘(c)(hi) = b;. Thus 19-‘(c) = rnf-~(~) 
and therefore ~x~-I(,) # 0 if and only if the set 6-‘(c) contains such a E Hr(P,Zz) 
that (a,Kerd) = 0. Thus H(G:P) = f-‘ti({u E Hr(p,&)l(u,Kerti) = 0)) = f-‘(Hti). 
The correspondence f : H(G:P) + He maps (*, *)ti to (*, ‘)(G:p). 0 
Theorem 1. Let P and P’ be homeomorphic surfaces, G : P + P, G’ : P’ + 
P’ groups of uutohomeomorphisms such that G Z G’ E ZZy and F : G + G’ 
an isomorphism. Then a horneomorphism $ : P --+ P’ with a property F(h) = 
$hj$-’ for all h E G exists if and only if F( H(G:p), (., .)(G:p), Si’G:p,, So,:,)) = 
(H(G’:P’), (‘7 .)(G’:P’), syG’:p’)’ s?G,,p$* 
Proof. If $ : P -+ P’ is a homeomorphism such that F(h) = tih$-’ then 
WJ(G:P) > = H(G:P’)~ h b)(G:P) = (F(a), J’(~))(G:P~) and $G:P) = S~G:PJ)F by 
definition. Prove the opposite statement. Surrounding all critical values of natu- 
ral projections 9 : P -+ p = P/G, cp’ : P’ + I;’ = PI/G’ by neighbourhoods as in 
the proof of Lemma 3 we see that it is sufficient to prove the statement of 
Theorem 1 in the case S[G:p) = S[G:p,) = 0. Consider isomorphisms f’ : 
r and f = f’F. Let 19 = 19(P,q~,p, f) and 19’ = ti(P’,$,p’,f’). 
Ghen+acFording to the Lemma 3 (Hg, (e, .)ti, S,) = f (H(G:p), (‘, ‘)G:p, srG:p)) = 
Ff’(H(G:P), (*, ‘)G:P, SPG’:p,) = (fk (7) 8,, 5’0,). According to Lemma 2 it follows that 
the epimorphisms d and 19’ are equivalent. Therefore, according to Lemma 1, real- 
izations (P, 9, ?, f) and (P’, q’, p, f’) are equivalent. This means that there exists a 
homeomorphism + : P + P’ such that F(h) = (f’)-‘f (h) = $h+-’ for all h E G. Cl 
2. Let G : P --+ P be a group of autohomeomorphisms such that G E ?Zy. Put Si = 
S&,. Let k be a group generated by {h E Gl,?“(h) + S’(h) > O}. Then there exists an 
isomorphism f : I? + Z$‘, where ko = ko(G : P). Let [to, tl] be a class of equivalence of 
a pair of functions to, tl : 222 + ZZ+ with respect to the condition (to, tl) - (FTO, Ftl), 
where F is any automorphism of Zk $ Put [SO, sl](Qp) = [(SOifi)f-‘, (&q&f-l]. 
Define a type of G : P 
zko+2h E 
-+ P as (ko, kl, kz,go, no, [So, ,‘?](G:p)), where ko = ko(G : P), 
2 - H(G:p),go+ kl •t k2 is a genus of P/G and 7~0 + x&G S~G:pj(h) is a number 
of holes of P/G. From Lemma 3 and Proposition 4 it follows that ICI is an integer and 
G g &o+%+kz 
Theorem 2. A set (ko, k1, kz,go, no, [So, S’]) (where k;,go, no E Z+ So, S1 : Z$’ + 
TX+, SO(O) = S’(0) = 0 and {h E EFIS(h) > 0) g enerates I?$) is a type of a group 
of automorphisms (G : P), where G E ET”, if and only if ko + 2k1 + k2 = m and 
c hEZ,kO (So(h) + Sl(h))h = 0. 
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem 2 
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is reduced to case 5” = 0. Let G : p - -+ P he a group of autohomeomorphisms, 
$ : p i p = P/G the natural covering, f : G --f Zy an isomorphism and 19 = 
~9(r’,M’,f).-4 ccording to Proposition 4 there exists a symplectic basis A = {a;, b; (i = 
,g)+J (j = I,..., n)} of Hl( P, Z.2) adjusted to 73. Then m = ko + 2kl + k2, 
Let now P be surface of genus go + ICI + kz with n = no f ChEZko So(h) holes. 
Consider a symplectic basis A = {a;, b; (; = 1,. . . ,g), cj (j = 1,. . . , n)! of Hl(P, &). 
Connect with h E ZF a subset c:, . . .) c&(h) E {Cj}. Put {CY} = {Cj} - u/&o CC!}. 
Consider an epimorphism 19 : HI (P, &) -+ Zy such that: 
1) Ker29 are generated by {b; (i < go), ai [i < go + kz), cy and CFCt (for all h)}; 
2) ?9(Ch) = 11. 
Then according to Proposition 2, there exists a realization (P, 9, P, f) such that d = 
!9(P, p, P, f). Th is realization defines a group (G : P) of the type (ko, ICI, .kz,go, [So]). 
q 
Theorem 3. Two groups of autohomeomorphisms G : P -+ P and G’ : P’ - i”, 
where G ? G’ E ;Zy are equivalent if and only if they have the same type. 
Proof. Let (G : P) and (G’ : P’) have the same type (ko, ICI, kz,go, no, [So, S’]). Then 
qG:P) g JqG’:P’) 2 2 Zko+2k1 , Ker( a, .)(c,p) % Ker(., .)~:p, 2 Z$ and therefore there 
exists an isomorphism f : G -+ G’ such that f (H(c:P), (-, .)(G:P), S&p,, Sf,:p)) = 
( Qw)~ c.1 -)(G’:P’)> s&p). qQ:p) ). Thus Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1. Cl 
4. Moduli of curves with groups of automorphisms isomorphic to Zy 
A compact Riemann surface is called a (complex) algebraic curve. It has standard 
orient,ation. Let I( be an algebraic curve and G E Zy the group of its automorphisms. 
Consider Riemann surfaces p = p(K) = I( \ B and P = P(IC) = P/G, where 
R = {p E K(dc,c(p) = 0) is a set of branch points of a natural projection q : I< - A’/G’. 
.2 type (ko, k,, ka,g, 0, [So, O]) of (G : p) gives a set (/Q, kl, kz,go, [SO]), which is called 
a type of (G : Ii’). Let M(ko, kl,ks,go, [SO]) be a set of all pairs (G : /<) of a tyl)e 
(ko,k&,g,[S”l). 
If $7 - 3 + C&G S”(/l) < 0, then a pair (G : I() is constructed by one of a three 
constructions: 
1) I< and P_ are Riemann spheres c, G = (CY) and o(z) = --s (m = 1). 
2) Ii’ = C/r, li’/G = C/I’, w h ere r = (A, B), A(z) = z t 1, B = z + t, T E H = 
{.z E 6’) Im -7 > 0) and r = (A, 28) (G = I’/F Z &). 
3) li = C/F, I</G = c/r, w lere 1 r = (A, B), A(z) = z + 1, B = z + T. r E H ancl 
r = (2A,2B) (G = r/r = Z;). 
Thus if 3g - 3 t EhEe,*o S(h) < 0 then M(ko, kl, k2,g, [S]) is a connected co~nplrx 
anaIytic space of a dimension g. 
In the opposite case the moduli space is constructed as the Fricke-Klein-Teichmuller 
space of a Riemann surface P of genus g with n punctures, where 2g + 71 > 2. 
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For any 2g + 2 > 2 the surface P is uniformized by a Fuchsian group I on H = 
{z E C) Im z > 0). A canonical basis of r~(P,p) g enerates a basis of I’, which is said 
to be the standard basis of I. 
Let Fg,+ be the set of all pairs (I’,6), where I is a Fuchsian group, which freely 
uniformizes a Riemann surface of a genus g with n punctures. Let 6 be its standard 
basis. 
According to Theorem 2, q = (ko, ICI, kz, go, [S]) is a type of some algebraic curve if 
and only if S(0) = 0, c heel S(iz)h = 0 and the set {h E Z$(S(h) > 0} generates i$‘. 
Let q be such set and m = ko t2h tk2,g = go-th i-h, n = ChEZko S(h). Let us 
describe a construction, which assigus (I’,6) E pg,n to an algebraic cur$e of type q. 
Put T = 2’0, {hi,.. .,h,} = Z$‘, li = S(h;) and {Ci,. . .rC,‘l,CF,. . .,C&. .., 
cy,..., c;J = KL..rW, where 6 = {A;,& (i = 1,. . .,g), Cj (j = I,. . . ,n)}. 
Consider a subgroup I?(6) E l? generated by 
1) (AiAj)2, (Bi, Bj)2, (CiCj)2, (A;Cj)2, (B;Cj)2; 
2) B; (for i < go), A; (for i < go + k2) and CiCj (for all t). 
On a surface P = P(r, 6) = H/r(6) a group r g’ Ives an automorhism group G E Zy. 
After compactification the surface p gives an algebraic curve Ir’ = K,(l?, 6) and (G : K) 
has the type q. 
Lemma 4. Zf q = (ko, kt, kz,go, [S]) that M(q) = K,(T,,,), where g = go + kl + k;? 
and rj = &,kO S(h). 
2 
Proof. Let (G : K) E M(q). Let p = P(lr’) = H/i;, P = P(li) = H/I’, y : p + P 
be the natural projection, f : G + ;Zy be an isomorphism and d = 79(F’, q, P, f). 
According to Proposition 4 there exists, a symplectic basis A = {a;, b; (i = 1,. . . , g), 
cj (j = l,..., n)} of HI(P, Zz) adjusted to 29. Using [3] we easily prove that there 
exists a standard basis S of I’, which is mapped to A by the natural projection I -+ 
al(P,p) -+ Hl(P, 252). In this case generators of p(S) belong to ?. Moreover I/I’(S) Z 
zko+2h +kz g r/f’ and therefore F = I’(S). Thus K = I<,(I’,6), where (I?, 6) E T,,,. 
0 
Let (I’,S) E pg,n and Mod,,, = {o(Aut(I’)](oI’,o6) E Fg,,}. For any (I/,6’) E 5!g,n 
by a natural corresponding between 6 and S’ automorphism a generate Q’ E Aut(I’) 
such that (&(I”), (~‘(6’)) E-T,,,. Thus the group Mod,,, acts on Tg,,. 
A group Aut( H) acts on T,,, by conjugation. The space Ts,lz = Ts,n/ Aut( H) is called 
a Fricke-Klein-Teichmuller space. According to [l] it h as a natural complex structure, 
which turns T,,, into C3g-3+n. A group Mod,,, = Mod,,, / Int(r) acts effectively on 
Tg,n by holomorphic transformations [I]. The space M,,, = Tg,n/ Mod,,, is a moduli 
space of Riemann surfaces of a genus g with n punctures, 
Let q = (ke,kl,kz,qo,[S]) b e a type of a curve. Put n = ChEZko S(h), g = go + kl + 
k2. Let (I,S) E T,,,. Put Mod(q) = {o E Mod,,, ]o(I’(s)) = I(G). From Lemma 4 it 
immediately follows 
Theorem 4. M(q) = Tg,,/ Mod(q) 2 C3g-3+n/ Mod(q). 
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